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I will give you a new heart Ezekiel 36:26



THIRD: Since the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis, the 3rincipDOV of the Catholic schools of the Diocese and�their 
assistance, in collaboration with their Pastors, have worked “non-stop” to prepare for the opening of our��schools. I 
am so grateful for their dedicated service and their leadership. Regarding sports activities at our�Catholic schools, 
our Diocesan website has a listing of which sports activities are available to our children and�teens.

As we continue to deal with the various points of crisis in our cities and towns (health, hunger, loss of jobs, 
situational depression, fear and concern, drug and alcohol abuse, the issues of race relations), please be assured that I 
will offer additional instructions as they are needed. I ask all 3astors to inform your parishioners of the contents of 
this decree. The following guidelines are suggested to all Pastors and Administrators: 

Additional Guidelines for Parishes to Consider for Safe Re-opening 

�� How is the parish to open up the nursery? Pastors are to work with their volunteer teams to decide if a�
nursery should be opened, remembering physical distancing and the need for facial coverings. Each pastor�
should check with his local health department about their advice regarding the 1ursery and the 3arents 'ay 
2ut.�Consider encouraging people with small children to keep them at home to the extent practicable.  This is 
why I�ask every pastor with a capacity to "stream"�parish liturgLHV to do so, so that all staying at home will be 
able to�join the parish community in prayer.

�� Outdoor mass and additional masses. This seems like the ideal option to choose, if it is possible for the�
parish. Some parishes have large fields that could accommodate quite a large outdoor mass with people�
physically distanced and bringing their own lawn chairs. This could be beneficial for parishes with very large�
numbers of parishioners. And, at larger churches, consider an overflow mass into a gym or family room, either�
celebrated by another priest or on video with a deacon or EMOHC (Extraordinary Minister of Holy�
Communion) to bring communion to the faithful in the overflow room at time for communion.

�� The "collection basket” is not to be pasVHG person to person. Either have a common bowl so that people 
drop�their offering in, or have the ushers with the baskets on poles collect the offering. Also, consider for the 
time�being to try and limit common touching of items.  Perhaps temporarily remove missDOV and hymnals, so�
multiple people won't be handling books or missDOV. Maybe paper song sheets with the lyrics printed on them�
could be used instead.

�� Cleaning. Pastors are to make sure that the restrooms have plenty of soap, paper towels, and there is hand�
sanitizer. Pews and all the high contact areas should be sanitized between masses. This would likely include�
doorhandles, peZV, and rails. If cleaning products are made readily available, they could consider asking select�
parishioner volunteers to help with this wipe down between masses. And, recommend having a cleaning crew�
conduct a more thorough cleaning during the week.

�� Ushers-Greeters should continue to offer sanitizer fluids to our people before every holy Mass.

This decree is given on 26 August 2020� 

I am yours, in the light and love of the risen Lord,
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